For the week ending Saturday April 21, 2018
MONEY MATTERS-PRIME WARDROBE-REVIEW
Amazon hopes to turn your home into a fitting room, after shipping you a box of fashions to try on
before you pay. Prime Wardrobe is similar to services like Stitch Fix, but there are differences.
THE WEEK IN REVIEW
IRS systems fail on tax day; Starbucks shuts stores for racial bias training; Dick's Sporting Goods to
destroy guns
QUICK FIX
When first-time homebuyers need help with financing, the "family bank" of Mom and Dad can
sometimes lend a hand.
WIRELESS & CASHLESS
Google, Microsoft and Mozilla are adopting a new web standard that will make it easier for websites to
check your identity using new forms of identification, from fingerprints to selfies.
SMALL BUSINESS MONITOR
Spring rains often bring heavy flooding to parts of the country. Many small business owners are left
wishing they'd bought flood insurance.
CENTERPIECE
Tizzy over tariffs?
Early signs indicate consumers are starting to worry more about the future, reversing several years of
growing optimism, and blame is falling on the Trump administration's trade policies.
MARKET PULSE
Domino's expands pizza delivery to beaches, parks and other outdoor locations; Microsoft turns to
former rival to improve internet security; study shows spouses can boost early detection for melanoma
patients.
OF MUTUAL INTEREST-DIVING INTO RISK
Stock markets are struggling around the world, but investors keep pouring money into stock funds from
China, Brazil and other volatile markets that they see as some of the few corners that don't look
overpriced.
INSIDER Q&A-TAX OVERHAUL
The tax overhaul that took effect Jan. 1 provides generous breaks for corporations and wealthy
Americans and more modest relief for middle- and low-income households. Senior policy analyst
Richard Phillips talks to The Associated Press about what that means for tax payers.
$1,000 DERBY
If you invested $1,000 at the start of this year in various types of stocks, bonds and commodities, how
much would you have now?
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